Is residual memory variance a valid method for quantifying cognitive reserve? A longitudinal application
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1. Introduction

The theory of cognitive reserve posits that some older adults are more resilient to age-related neuropathology than others due to more adaptive use of neural networks (Stern, 2002, 2009). This mismatch between brain structural integrity and cognitive performance is associated with various experiences acquired over the life course, including formal education, occupational complexity, and cognitively-stimulating leisure activities (Stern, 2009). Older adults with more of these experiences exhibit better cognitive performance than older adults with similar levels of brain pathology but fewer of these experiences. Practically, cognitive aging research has treated these experiential variables as proxies for cognitive reserve in analyses. Such indirect measurement of cognitive reserve is problematic for a variety of reasons (Jones et al., 2011; Satz et al., 2011). For example, education also correlates with childhood IQ, socioeconomic status, risk of disease, and health behaviors (Reed et al., 2010). In addition, the same value of a proxy variable (e.g., 12 years of education) does not reflect the same experiences in all people (Manly et al., 2002; Jones, 2003). Using a single proxy variable also fails to measure the entirety of the construct, as cognitive reserve is conceptualized as a confluence of life experiences, many of which are difficult to measure retrospectively. Finally, most proxy measures of cognitive reserve are static and cannot be measured over time despite the potential for modifying one’s level of cognitive reserve (Borenstein et al., 2006).

Reed and colleagues proposed an alternative method for quantifying cognitive reserve based on the decomposition of episodic memory variance (Reed et al., 2010). Specifically, cognitive reserve was quantified as residual variance in episodic memory performance that remains after accounting for demographic
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Abstract

Cognitive reserve describes the mismatch between brain integrity and cognitive performance. Older adults with high cognitive reserve are more resilient to age-related brain pathology. Traditionally, cognitive reserve is indexed indirectly via static proxy variables (e.g., years of education). More recently, cross-sectional studies have suggested that reserve can be expressed as residual variance in episodic memory performance that remains after accounting for demographic factors and brain pathology (whole brain, hippocampal, and white matter hyperintensity volumes). The present study extends these methods to a longitudinal framework in a community-based cohort of 244 older adults who underwent two comprehensive neuropsychological and structural magnetic resonance imaging sessions over 4.6 years. On average, residual memory variance decreased over time, consistent with the idea that cognitive reserve is depleted over time. Individual differences in change in residual memory variance predicted incident dementia, independent of baseline residual memory variance. Multiple-group latent difference score models revealed tighter coupling between brain and language changes among individuals with decreasing residual memory variance. These results suggest that changes in residual memory variance may capture a dynamic aspect of cognitive reserve and could be a useful way to summarize individual cognitive responses to brain changes. Change in residual memory variance among initially non-demented older adults was a better predictor of incident dementia than residual memory variance measured at one time-point.
factors and structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) variables (Reed et al., 2010, 2011). This “residual” method is in line with a definition of cognitive reserve as the discrepancy between observed and expected performance. In this method, individuals who perform better than their brain structural integrity predicts will have high cognitive reserve, and individuals who perform worse than predicted will have low reserve. The utility of this cross-sectional measure of cognitive reserve has been demonstrated in multiple cohorts (Reed et al., 2010, 2011; Zahodne et al., 2013). For example, residual memory variance was found to moderate the association between memory performance attributable to brain variables and subsequent changes in executive functioning (Reed et al., 2010) and language (Zahodne et al., 2013). A key next step in applying this method is to learn how the residual variable changes over time (Zahodne et al., 2013).

The primary goal of the present study was to extend this approach to a longitudinal framework by calculating the difference between predicted memory performance (based on concurrent MRI) and actual memory performance at two time points. We then investigated whether changes in residual memory variance capture unique and meaningful information. Specific aims were to: (1) quantify changes in residual memory variance in relation to changes in structural MRI and cognitive changes, (2) determine whether changes in residual memory variance were associated with incident dementia independent of baseline residual memory variance, and (3) test whether changes in residual memory variance moderated the relationship between structural MRI changes and language changes.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

The 244 older adults in this sample were participants in the Washington Heights/Hamilton Heights Inwood Columbia Aging Project (WHICAP), a prospective, community-based longitudinal study of aging and dementia in a racially and ethnically diverse sample of Medicare-eligible residents of Northern Manhattan. Study procedures and a description of the larger sample have been described previously (Tang et al., 2001; Manly et al., 2005). Data were obtained in compliance with the Institutional Review Board of Columbia University Medical Center. Beginning in 2004, 769 active WHICAP participants who were not demented at their previous visit received high resolution structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). These individuals were, on average, 1 year younger than WHICAP participants who refused MRI but were similar in other demographic characteristics (Brickman et al., 2008). The subset of 283 individuals eligible for the present study also underwent a second MRI 4.6 years (SD = 1.0) after their baseline MRI. In addition, these individuals had a neuropsychological evaluation at the time of their baseline MRI, did not meet criteria for dementia during this evaluation, and had baseline images of sufficient quality to undergo FreeSurfer analysis (see below). Characteristics of the sample are provided in Table 1. Of these 283 individuals, 244 underwent a second neuropsychological evaluation that included memory testing at the time of their second MRI and had follow-up images of sufficient quality to undergo FreeSurfer analysis.

2.2. Magnetic resonance imaging

MRI was obtained on a 1.5 T Philips Intera scanner at Columbia University Medical Center at two time points separated by 4.6 years (SD = 1.0 year). T1-weighted (repetition time = 20 ms, echo time = 2.1 ms, field of view 240 cm, 256 × 160 matrix, 1.3 mm slice thickness) and T2-weighted fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR; repetition time = 11,000 ms, echo time = 144.0 ms, inversion time = 2800, field of view 25 cm, 2 nests, 256 × 192 matrix with 3 mm slice thickness) images were acquired in the axial orientation. Total gray matter volume, total intracranial volume (ICV), and total hippocampal volume (across hemispheres) were obtained from T1-weighted images using the FreeSurfer longitudinal processing stream. For computation of residual memory variance, total brain and hippocampal volumes were corrected for total intracranial volume via regression and then scaled down by factors of 10,000 and 100, respectively. Total white matter hyperintensity (WMH) volume was derived from T2-weighted fluid attenuated inversion recovery images using previously-described procedures (Bickman et al., 2009, 2011, 2012). In brief, images were skull stripped, and a Gaussian curve was fit to map voxel intensity values. Volumes at least 2.0 standard deviations above the image mean were labeled as WMH. Labeled images were also visually inspected and corrected if errors were detected.

2.3. Neuropsychological measures

Following the methods outlined by Reed et al. (2010) and Zahodne et al. (2013), a memory composite was used in the decomposition. Reed et al. (2010) investigated whether residual memory variance predicted subsequent changes in a composite measure of executive functioning. Zahodne et al. (2013) investigated whether residual memory variance predicted subsequent changes in a composite measure of language functioning. Language was chosen because it is well-characterized by the WHICAP battery based on exploratory factor analysis (Siedlecki et al., 2010) and is sensitive to dementia pathology. In the current study, the language composite was used to determine whether associations between brain MRI changes and cognitive changes differed according to magnitude of change in residual memory variance.

Individual neuropsychological tests of memory and language were combined into their respective memory and language composite scores based on a previously-reported exploratory factor analysis (Siedlecki et al., 2010), in which resultant factor structure and factor loadings were found to be invariant across English and Spanish speakers. Composite scores were computed by converting all scores to z-scores based on baseline mean scores and standard deviations from the larger WHICAP sample and averaging these z-scores within each of the two domains. Z-scores were not corrected for demographics. The memory composite included the following subscores from the Selective Reminding Test (SRT; Buschke & Fuld, 1974): total recall, delayed recall, and delayed recognition. The language composite included tests of naming, letter fluency, animal fluency, verbal abstraction, repetition, and comprehension. Of note, some of these measures (e.g., letter fluency and verbal abstraction) tap certain executive skills.

2.4. Dementia diagnosis

After each visit in WHICAP, dementia diagnoses are made by consensus of neurologists and neuropsychologists based on Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Revised Third Edition criteria (American Psychiatric Association, 1987) using data from neuropsychological tests, functional interviews and medical interview, but not MRI data (Stern et al., 1992).

2.5. Statistical analyses

Statistical analysis was carried out in SPSS version 22 and Mplus version 7. Baseline residual memory variance was computed by regressing baseline memory composite scores onto sex, race, ethnicity, years of education, total gray matter volume (corrected for ICV via regression and reduced by a power of 4), total hippocampal volume (corrected for ICV via regression and reduced by a power of 2), and total WMH volume in the sample of 283 participants with complete baseline data. These unstandardized regression estimates (i.e., B-weights) were then applied to demographics and the follow-up MRI data to compute predicted memory scores at follow-up for the subset of 244 participants with complete follow-up data. Residual memory variance at follow-up reflects the difference between these predicted scores and actual memory scores obtained at the follow-up visit.

Changes in the variables of interest were evaluated with separate univariate latent difference score (LDS) models using maximum likelihood estimation in Mplus (McKeele and Neuenschwander, 1994). Rather than calculating difference scores from the raw data, the LDS approach defines a latent variable as the portion of the follow-up value that is not identical to the initial value. In addition, features of change that are of interest (e.g., mean change, inter-individual variability in change,
relationship between initial value and change) are explicit parameters in the model (McArdle, 2009). Multivariate LDS models examined relationships between changes in the variables of interest (Aim 1). The relative ability of changes in residual memory variance to predict dementia incidence, independent of baseline values of residual memory variance, was examined by extending the univariate residual memory variance LDS model (Aim 2). Specifically, incident dementia status (present or absent) was simultaneously regressed onto latent change in residual memory variance, baseline values of residual memory variance, age, sex, race, ethnicity, and education (Aim 2).

Next, in order to test whether associations between brain changes and cognitive changes differed among individuals with the more dramatic decreases in residual memory variance, tertiles were created based on the amount of change in residual memory variance. Analyses of variance (ANOVA) and Bonferroni-corrected follow-up comparisons were used to describe group differences in baseline characteristics and change. Multiple-group LDS models were used to test the hypothesis that participants in the bottom tertile (i.e., those with the largest decrease in residual memory variance across the two time points) would exhibit stronger associations between brain changes and cognitive changes, in line with the concept of depleting reserve (Aim 3). Specifically, we separately estimated the correlation between changes in a brain variable (i.e., total gray matter, hippocampal, or WMH volume) and changes in language, controlling for age, sex, education, race, ethnicity and baseline language functioning, in all three tertile groups simultaneously. In initial models, all structural parameters (i.e., correlations, regression paths) were forced to be identical in all three tertile groups (fixed models). In subsequent models, the correlation between brain changes and language changes was allowed to differ in one group (free models). Improvement in model fit between fixed and free models, as defined by a significant change in chi square, was interpreted as evidence for a significant difference in the correlation between brain and language changes across groups.

3. Results

3.1. Residual memory variance at baseline

Baseline memory scores were regressed onto education, sex, race, ethnicity, baseline WMH volume, baseline corrected gray matter volume $\times 10^{-6}$, and baseline corrected hippocampal volume $\times 10^{-2}$. The unstandardized residual from this regression represents baseline residual memory variance. Results from this regression are shown in Table 2.

3.2. Residual memory variance at follow-up

Mean values of residual memory variance and all brain and cognitive variables at the two time points are shown in Table 3, along with results from separate univariate LDS models that tested for significant changes in the variables. Fig. 1 depicts changes in these variables as a function of initial values in order to compare and contrast the magnitudes of changes. On average (i.e., fixed effects), WMH volume increased, gray matter and hippocampal volumes decreased, memory and language declined, and residual memory variance decreased from baseline to follow-up. Decreasing residual memory variance indicates that overall, there were significantly smaller discrepancies between predicted and actual memory scores at follow-up, compared to baseline, in line with the concept of depleting reserve. There were significant individual differences (i.e., random effects) in change in residual memory variance. That is, while overall, participants exhibited this average pattern of decreasing residual memory variance, there was significant variability. Many participants exhibited stable or increasing residual memory variance.

3.3. Predictors of change in residual memory variance

A single multivariate LDS model determined whether baseline or change in any of the brain variables was associated with change in residual memory variance, independent of baseline residual memory variance, age, sex, race, ethnicity and education. Higher residual memory variance at baseline ($\beta=-0.34; \text{SE}=0.06$; $p<.001$) and lower WMH volume at baseline ($\beta=0.20; \text{SE}=0.06$; $p=.001$) were each associated with larger decreases in residual memory variance. Neither baseline values nor changes in gray matter or hippocampal volumes were independently associated with change in residual memory variance. A separate multivariate LDS model determined whether baseline or change in memory scores was associated with change in residual memory variance, independent of baseline residual memory variance, age, sex, race, ethnicity and education. Larger decreases in residual memory variance were associated with greater memory declines ($\beta=0.96; \text{SE}=0.01; p<.001$) but not baseline memory scores ($\beta=0.05; \text{SE}=0.06; p=.382$).

3.4. Association between residual memory variance change and dementia incidence

The presence or absence of incident dementia was added to the univariate LDS model for residual memory variance. Independent of age, sex, race, ethnicity and education, both lower baseline residual memory variance (probit regression coefficient=$-0.73; \text{SE}=0.12; p<.001$) and larger decreases in residual memory variance (probit regression coefficient=$-0.85; \text{SE}=0.12; p<.001$) were associated with higher dementia incidence.

3.5. Association between brain and language changes by magnitude of change in residual memory variance

Tertiles were created based on the magnitude of change in residual memory variance across the two time points. As shown in Fig. 2, individuals in the bottom tertile showed the most dramatic decrease in residual memory variance (i.e., memory declines in excess of brain changes). Individuals in the middle tertile exhibited largely stable residual memory variance (i.e., memory declines proportionate to brain changes). Individuals in the top tertile exhibited increases in residual memory variance (i.e., stable or improved memory despite brain changes).

Characteristics of the three tertile groups are shown in Table 4. Individuals in the bottom and middle tertile groups exhibited no significant differences in demographics, baseline brain variables, or changes in any of the brain variables. Compared to individuals in the bottom or middle tertile groups, individuals in the top tertile group were less likely to be female and had larger WMH volume at baseline. There were no significant group differences in the magnitude of change in any of the brain measures or in the time between baseline and follow-up, indicating that all three groups evidenced similarly advancing brain pathology across the same period of time. Significant group differences in the magnitude of change in memory and language indicated that individuals in the bottom tertile (i.e., those with the largest decrease in residual memory variance) showed the most dramatic declines in memory and language, while those individuals in the top tertile (i.e., those with increasing residual memory variance) showed the least decline in performance over time. Indeed, memory scores appeared to improve among individuals in the top tertile.

| Table 2 Baseline regression used to compute residual memory variance (N=283). |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                | Estimate        | SE              | p    |
| Education      | 0.052           | 0.010           | <.001|
| Female         | 0.291           | 0.087           | .001 |
| Black          | -0.231          | 0.102           | .025 |
| Hispanic       | 0.010           | 0.124           | .938 |
| White matter hyperintensity volume | -0.011 | 0.004 | .006 |
| Corstics mass volume | 0.002 | 0.015 | .895 |
| Hippocampal volume | 0.021 | 0.006 | .001 |

SE = Standard error.
freening this correlation in the bottom tertile (Δdecline was supported by significance in the correlation between WMH progression and language in individuals in the bottom tertile (lume was only associated with greater language decline among Fig. 2. Predicted versus actual memory performance in the three tertile groups. Tertile groups were created based on the magnitude of change in residual memory variance. residual memory variance decreased, and white matter hyperintensity (WMH) volume increased in the whole sample. Multiple-group modeling indicated that increasing WMH volume was only associated with greater language decline among individuals in the bottom tertile (r= −.36; p < .001). The difference in the correlation between WMH progression and language decline was supported by significantly improved model fit upon freeing this correlation in the bottom tertile (Δχ²(1)=5.94; p=.01). Among individuals in the middle tertile, changes in WMH volume was not significantly associated with changes in language (r= −.09; p=.31), and this association was not significantly different in the top tertile group (Δχ²(1)=0.84; p=.36). There were no significant differences in associations between gray matter volume changes and language changes, or between hippocampal volume changes and language changes, across the three tertile groups. Independent of baseline language scores, greater hippocampal atrophy (r=.13; p=.02) and greater gray matter atrophy
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**Fig. 1.** Average changes in brain, cognitive, and residual variables as a proportion of initial values. As shown, gray matter volume, hippocampal volume, memory, language and residual memory variance decreased, and white matter hyperintensity (WMH) volume increased in the whole sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Univariate latent difference score results (N=244).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray matter volume</td>
<td>527690.2 (49109.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hippocampal volume</td>
<td>6929.1 (787.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White matter hyperintensity volume</td>
<td>8.4 (10.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>0.2 (0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>0.4 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual memory variance</td>
<td>0.0 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4**

Characteristics of tertile groups based on changes in residual memory variance (N=244).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Differences</th>
<th>Bottom (B)</th>
<th>Middle (M)</th>
<th>Top (T)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>79.2 (5.4)</td>
<td>78.6 (5.0)</td>
<td>79.0 (4.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (% female)</td>
<td>75.3</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td>53.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% African American</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>45.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Hispanic</td>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>10.4 (5.4)</td>
<td>11.3 (4.8)</td>
<td>11.7 (4.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline gray matter volume</td>
<td>520305.4 (53156.3)</td>
<td>528845.1 (47463.8)</td>
<td>(45765.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline hippocampal volume</td>
<td>6775.7 (750.5)</td>
<td>6954.1 (819.0)</td>
<td>7057.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline WMH volume</td>
<td>6.4 (5.7)</td>
<td>7.5 (8.3)</td>
<td>11.3 (14.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years between scans</td>
<td>4.5 (0.8)</td>
<td>4.6 (1.4)</td>
<td>4.7 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in gray matter volume</td>
<td>–9930.1 (22989.5)</td>
<td>–6020.0 (22767.3)</td>
<td>–5025.5 (18141.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in hippocampal volume</td>
<td>–486.5 (523.56)</td>
<td>–399.1 (550.3)</td>
<td>–570.5 (5619)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in WMH volume</td>
<td>0.4 (3.8)</td>
<td>0.8 (3.0)</td>
<td>0.8 (5.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in memory</td>
<td>–0.8 (0.4)</td>
<td>–0.1 (0.2)</td>
<td>0.4 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in language</td>
<td>–0.2 (0.4)</td>
<td>–0.1 (0.3)</td>
<td>–0.1 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in residual</td>
<td>–0.7 (0.3)</td>
<td>–0.1 (0.1)</td>
<td>0.5 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WMH=White matter hyperintensity.
changes in a language composite score was stronger among in-
performance despite advancing brain pathology. Importantly, the 
avancing brain pathology. Others showed increasing residual 
responding to memory declines that were proportionate to ad-
memory declines that were disproportionate to advancing brain 
showed decreasing residual memory variance, corresponding to 
memory declines that were disproportionate to advancing brain 
pathology. Others showed stable residual memory variance, cor-
responding to memory declines that were proportionate to ad-
vancing brain pathology. Others showed increasing residual 
memory variance, corresponding to stable or improved memory 
performance despite advancing brain pathology. Importantly, the 
correlation between changes in the structural MRI variables and 
changes in a language composite score was stronger among in-
dividuals who showed the largest decrease in residual memory 
variance. This latter finding represents the strongest test of the 
hypothesis that change in the residual variable represents cogni-
tive resilience to advancing brain pathology.

In our previous work (Zahodne et al., 2013), we proposed that a 
key advantage of this quantitative measure of cognitive reserve as 
residual memory variance is that it can be measured over time, 
unlike common proxy measures (e.g., maximal lifetime educa-
tional attainment). The current study demonstrated that this 
variable changes over time and that there are significant individual 
differences in this change. Changes in residual memory variance in 
this study did not track with structural MRI changes, suggesting 
that the accumulation of brain pathology does not always deplete 
reserve. Rather, individual differences in change in residual 
memory variance reflected differing patterns of cognitive change in 
relation to the sample-wide pattern of advancing brain pa-
pathology. In some cases, advancing pathology was associated with 
slightly reduced memory performance, resulting in little change in 
the residual variable. In other cases, advancing pathology was 
associated with dramatically reduced memory performance, re-
sulting in smaller values of the residual variable. By measuring 
residual memory variance at two time points, we were able to 
characterize these individual differences. It should be noted that 
while the residual memory variables computed for each time point 
are orthogonal to the structural MRI variables collected at the 
corresponding time point, it is still possible for change in the re-
sidual memory variable to correlate with change in structural MRI 
variables. Future research should examine whether measuring 
changes in residual memory variance following an intervention 
allows researchers to clarify intervention effects on brain structure 
and cognitive performance. Specifically, changes in residual 
memory variance reflect cognitive changes above and beyond 
those attributable to brain structural changes.

Substantial previous work using proxy variables supports the 
association between initial cognitive reserve (e.g., education, oc-
cupation) and dementia risk (e.g., Stern et al., 1994; Scarmeas 
et al., 2001; Hall et al., 2007). Previous cross-sectional studies 
(Reed et al., 2010; Zahodne et al., 2013) have shown that residual 
memory variance is associated with subsequent dementia in-
cidence. The current study further demonstrated that independent 
of baseline values, changes in residual memory variance are also 
associated with dementia incidence. In other words, changes in 
residual memory variance appear to capture additional informa-
tion about an important clinical outcome, above and beyond a 
cross-sectional measure of residual memory variance. Residual 
memory variance measured at one time point is not the best re-
flection of the dynamic nature of cognitive function in the face of 
advancing brain pathology. Residual memory variance measured 
longitudinally better captures cognitive changes in relation to in-
creasing neural challenges. In this and previous cross-sectional 
work (Reed et al., 2010; Zahodne et al., 2013), the residual memory 
variable excluded education, the most common proxy variable for 
cognitive reserve. Data on educational attainment is nearly ubi-
quitous in both clinical and research settings, and calculating the 
residual independent of education allows for systematic study of 
the effects of all other contributors to cognitive reserve that are 
difficult or impossible to study.

In the current study, greater hippocampal atrophy and greater 
total gray matter atrophy were both associated with greater lan-
guage declines in the entire sample. This relationship did not differ 
depending on the magnitude of change in residual memory var-
iance. However, increasing WMH volume was only associated with 
greater language declines among individuals who showed the 
largest decreases in residual memory variance. This is not because 
individuals with greater decreases in residual had more WMH at 
baseline or larger increases in WMH volume. If decreasing residual 
memory variance reflects the depletion of cognitive reserve, then 
these results suggest that the individuals with diminishing cog-
nitive reserve in this sample demonstrated less resilience only to 
increasing WMH. Future research is needed to explore how con-
scious (e.g., strategies) or unconscious (e.g., neural network effi-
ciency) processes, or unmeasured structural brain variables, may 
help older adults compensate for increases in WMH in a different 
way in which they compensate for atrophy.

Not all of the current results are consistent with the idea that 
changes in the residual variable reflect changes in cognitive re-
serve. For example, there was no evidence of weaker associations 
between brain and language changes among individuals who showed 
increasing residual memory variance. These individuals also differed from the rest of the sample in that they had greater 
WMH volume, worse memory performance, and lower residual 
memory variance at baseline. Therefore, it is possible that at least 
some of the increasing residual memory variance observed in the 
top tertile group reflects regression to the mean. Similarly, it is 
possible that at least some of the decreasing residual memory 
variance observed in the bottom tertile group reflects regression to 
the mean. Using the correlation between residual memory scores 
at the two time-points ($r = 0.637$), we calculated expected changes 
due to regression to the mean in the bottom and top tertile groups to be $-0.07$ and $+0.11$, respectively. Thus, regression to the mean 
likely explains 10% and 22% of the changes observed in the bottom 
and top tertile groups, respectively. One interpretation of the re-
mainning increase in the top tertile group is that it represents re-
vealed reserve. That is, memory performance was improving or 
remaining stable despite the overall advancement of brain pa-
thology in this group (i.e., resilience). In the current study, it is 
unknown whether those individuals showing increasing residual 
memory variance increased their cognitive reserve during the 
follow-up period (e.g., through increased participation in cogni-
tively stimulating activities). Future researchers are encouraged to 
include a third time point of measurement in order to refine the 
measurement of change and alleviate some of the problems as-
associated with difference scores.

The current findings have potential clinical applications in 
cases where patients are followed with serial neuroimaging and 
cognitive testing. For example, the finding that higher baseline 
residual memory variance is associated with larger decreases in 
residual memory variance over time indicates that patients whose 
clinical presentations are better than what the clinician would 
expect based on MRI are likely to perform more in line with
expectation at follow-up. Further, dementia risk is informed not only by initial mismatch between observable atrophy on MRI and clinical presentation at one visit, but also by changes in that mismatch. Specifically, individuals showing both worse cognitive performance than expected at baseline, and showing declining test performance that is disproportionate to advancing brain pathology, are more likely to be diagnosed with dementia. Refining methods for combining cognitive and neuroimaging information in the clinic is becoming increasingly important given more widespread use of various neuroimaging techniques in the clinical context.

A difference between the current longitudinal extension and original cross-sectional work by Reed et al. (2010) and Zahodne et al. (2013) is that residual memory variance was computed using regression rather than within a latent variable framework. Those cross-sectional studies were able to model measurement error in the memory composite and to separate latent variables reflecting demographics-related memory variance, brain-related memory variance, and residual memory variance. Residual variables computed in the current study likely contain more measurement error, and we were not able to compare how residual memory variance was associated with outcomes independent of memory variance components attributable to demographics and brain structure. However, the independent predictive value of residual memory variance has already been demonstrated by this prior work (Reed et al., 2010, 2011; Zahodne et al., 2013), and the primary goal of the present study was to demonstrate that residual memory variance changes over time. The fact that a meaningful residual variable could be derived from a simpler computational framework that does not require specialized latent variable modeling software supports the potential widespread application of this novel method. In order to compare the current computational approach to the latent variable approach undertaken in our previous cross-sectional work (Zahodne et al., 2013), we conducted new analyses to confirm the major findings from that study (see supplementary material). Specifically, when baseline residual memory variance was computed using linear regression, it was a significant predictor of dementia incidence in a logistic regression model that did not include change in residual memory variance. In addition, the regression-based residual moderated the relationship between baseline brain integrity and subsequent change in language functioning, independent of baseline language functioning.

Potential limitations of this and previous studies pertain to the limited number of brain variables and the sole use of memory to derive the residual variable. We chose to include a memory composite score and total gray matter, hippocampal and WMH volumes in this longitudinal extension to minimize differences between this and previous cross-sectional work. The selection of variables included in the computation of the residual variable is relevant to the generalizability of findings. We previously replicated the results of Reed et al. (2010) using the same variables in a different sample, but additional work is needed to explore how a residual variable derived using different variables correlates with proxies for cognitive reserve and predicts important outcomes. For example, future research is needed to determine whether the interpretation and/or utility of the residual memory variance variable changes when additional or more specific measures of brain structural integrity are incorporated. Such work is particularly relevant to longitudinal measurement of residual memory variance, as changes in residual memory variance likely reflect the advancement of unmeasured pathological processes as well as possible changes in cognitive reserve. It should be noted that according to the theory of cognitive reserve, there should always be individual differences in residual variance in memory performance no matter how comprehensive a set of structural brain variables is considered.

While Reed et al. (2010) showed that their findings did not hinge critically on the use of episodic memory by replicating their cross-sectional results with a measure of semantic memory, future studies are needed to determine whether similar replication is possible with other domains. It would also be of interest to explore domain-specific reserve, as residual variance in other cognitive domains may correlate differently with external predictors and clinical outcomes. For example, residual memory variance may be most relevant to the study of resistance to Alzheimer’s disease, but another cognitive domain (e.g., executive functioning) may be most relevant to the study of resistance to other diseases or normal age-related cognitive decline in the absence of dementia pathology.

Another limitation of the present study is that along with functional impairment, performance on the memory test used in the derivation of residual memory variance was also considered in the adjudication of dementia. Therefore, while it is not surprising that both baseline values of and changes in an adjusted measure of episodic memory were associated with meeting criteria for dementia at follow-up, other results from this and prior studies suggest that the utility of the residual memory score is not limited to its association with incident dementia status. Previous cross-sectional work showed that the residual reserve variable maintained an association with clinical outcomes over and above that associated with brain-related and demographics-related memory variance (Reed et al., 2010; Zahodne et al., 2013). In addition, residual memory variance, but not brain-related memory variance, was associated with reading scores in those studies, providing further evidence for the conceptual distinctness of these different components of memory variance. Finally, the present finding that the magnitude of change in residual memory variance moderated the association between longitudinal changes in brain and a cognitive variable other than memory (i.e., language) provides additional evidence that changes in residual memory variance reflect ability to maintain or improve cognitive test performance despite increasing structural decline in the brain. An important strength of the current study lies in the richness of the data. Specifically, this study included comprehensive, longitudinal neuropsychological and structural MRI data from a relatively large number of racially, ethnically, and educationally diverse older adults recruited from the community.

In conclusion, this study suggests that changes in residual memory variance may capture a dynamic aspect of cognitive reserve and may be a useful way to summarize individualized cognitive responses to brain changes, but that there are some aspects of this index that are not consistent with cognitive reserve. Change in residual memory variance was consistent with the theory of cognitive reserve because individuals with the greatest decreases in residual memory variance were least cognitively resilient to their advancing brain pathology. However, a subset of individuals with increasing residual memory variance were also identified, and this subset differed from the rest of the sample at baseline in that they had lower memory scores, larger WMH volume and lower residual memory variance, suggesting that regression to the mean or reliability of the memory measure from one time point to the next, may contribute to the residual.
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